Bishop-Wisecarver guides and actuators provide high speed, high acceleration, and high durability. Our self-cleaning vee guide wheel technology wipes away dust and debris – well-suited for cutting, cartoning, and operations requiring reliable uptime.

Bishop-Wisecarver also offers a range of motion circuits for high throughput product transfer:

- **GFX**: Highly programmable, independently moving carriages for maximum flexibility and near instant changeover.
- **PRT2**: Versatile track circuits that can be configured in nearly any shape.
- **DualVee®, UtiliTrak®, and HepcoMotion® GV3**: Smooth-running and highly versatile guidance components that every packaging machine designer should have in their toolbelt.
- **LoPro® and PDU2 linear actuators**: Capable of high speeds, extreme lengths, and easy assembly into multi-axis or gantry configurations.
- **HepcoMotion® PRT2 disks and large open center rings**: Provide rotary motion for orbital wrapping, slewing in bottling operations, and more.
- **DTS / DTS2**: Driven track systems with high speed linked carriages.

**THE TOTAL PACKAGE**

Motion systems which reduce total cost of ownership and increase longevity for automated packaging.

Bishop-Wisecarver guides and actuators provide high speed, high acceleration, and high durability. Our self-cleaning vee guide wheel technology wipes away dust and debris – well-suited for cutting, cartoning, and operations requiring reliable uptime.

LoPro® and PDU2 linear actuators are capable of high speeds, extreme lengths, and easy assembly into multi-axis or gantry configurations.

DualVee®, UtiliTrak®, and HepcoMotion® GV3 are smooth-running and highly versatile guidance components that every packaging machine designer should have in their toolbelt.

HepcoMotion® PRT2 disks and large open center rings provide rotary motion for orbital wrapping, slewing in bottling operations, and more.

Bishop-Wisecarver also offers a range of motion circuits for high throughput product transfer:

- **GFX**: Highly programmable, independently moving carriages for maximum flexibility and near instant changeover.
- **PRT2**: Versatile track circuits that can be configured in nearly any shape.
- **DualVee®, UtiliTrak®, and HepcoMotion® GV3**: Smooth-running and highly versatile guidance components that every packaging machine designer should have in their toolbelt.
- **LoPro® and PDU2 linear actuators**: Capable of high speeds, extreme lengths, and easy assembly into multi-axis or gantry configurations.
- **HepcoMotion® PRT2 disks and large open center rings**: Provide rotary motion for orbital wrapping, slewing in bottling operations, and more.
- **DTS / DTS2**: Driven track systems with high speed linked carriages.

**CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE HOW BISHOP-WISECARVER PRODUCTS CAN FIT YOUR APPLICATION**

925.439.8272 | BWC.COM